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Proceedings of the Institute of Radio Engineers
Volume 18, Number 3 March, 1930

REPORT ON EXPERIMENTS WITH ELECTRIC WAVES OF
ABOUT 3 METERS : THEIR PROPAGATION AND USE*

BY

ABRAHAM ESAU AND WALTER M. HAHNEMANN
(C. Lorena-Aktiengeeellachaft, Berlin-Tempelhof, Germany)

Summary-After means became available for generating sufficient power at
wavelengths of about 3 meters, and with the development of suitable methods of
reception, experiments were carried out with regard to the character of propagation
of these waves. Directive devices, in the form of parabolic reflectors, were also used
successfully.

Some preliminary experiments upon the maximum range were first made by
the Technical -Physical Institute at Jena, and following these, similar experiments
were made from Herzogstand jointly by the Institute and the Bavarian Postal
authorities. Later more thorough experiments were conducted by the laboratories of
the C. Lorenz Aktiengesellschaft, Berlin, in co-operation with the Jena Institute,
from airplanes and from the top cf the Brocken (1142 meters above sea -level).

These experiments are described and brief explanations are given concerning
the apparatus and methods used in each case. The results have clarified the phenomena
of propagation of these wavelengths and indicate the possibility of their practical
application as a means of signaling over short ranges, and, particularly as a means
for transmitting signals in a fog for marine and aerial navigation, and as a possible
means for transmission of television in the future.

I. Experiments on Wave Propagation
ON the basis of the experiments of the Technical Physical Institute

in Jena, it had become possible, at the end of 1925, to generate
waves with a length of about 3 m, with a capacity of about 100

watts. The next problem taken up was the investigation of the be-
havior of these waves during their propagation. In the absence of a
suitable tube receiver, a simple dipole was first used as a receiver which
was tuned to the transmission wave and containing in its center, a
normal crystal detector. It was found at once, that as compared with
longer waves, only a very few crystal combinations were suitable in
this range of extremely short lengths. The most sensitive detector was
one consisting of silicon and a metal whisker. This detector arrange-
ment retains its sensitivity even for wavelengths as short as 30 cm,
and in all probability, it will still work for considerably shorter wave-
lengths.

The ranges covered with this device were still very short, however,
and could not be increased to any appreciable degree by the application
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472 Esau and Hahnemann: Experiments with Electric Waves of 3 Meters

of low -frequency amplifiers. Upon increasing the distance from the
transmitter, the limit of sensitivity of the detector was very 'soon
reached.

With a view to longer ranges, the problem therefore consisted in
greatly increasing the sensitivity of the receiver. This was done by
replacing the detector by a tube, as first developed by 0. Cords' (see
Fig. 1), and consisted of a simple wire loop and a rotary condenser for
tuning. The return coupling was made by a three-point connection.
In addition to this, a three -stage low -frequency amplifier was provided.
The receiver worked, it is true, with any kind of receiving tube commonly
used, but it appeared that tubes containing some gas produced
greater amplification than those with a higher vacuum.

Fig. 1-Tube receiver, wavelength 3 m, first form designed by 0. Cords.

With this receiver and a 70 -watt transmitter more extensive long-
range experiments were carried out during the winter of 1925-1926.
Distances from 4 to about 40 km were bridged with success. The lat-
ter range was, however, the maximum limit and could be attained only
if the capacity of the transmitter was raised to about 200 watts.

These experiments were still very difficult to carry out as the ad-
justment of the receiver required a good deal of effort due to the diffi-
culty of the sudden starting oscillations, since it was possible only in a
few cases to render the receiver really sensitive. It was shown by these
experiments that the atmosphere did not influence the propagation of
the waves, the intensity of the reception always being the same in all
kinds of weather and also during daylight and dark. It was found to
be very advantageous to place the transmitter, if possible, in an open,
instead of in an enclosed space, in order not to impair its radiation.

0. Cords, "Untersuchungen an einem Empfangsgerat fur kurze Wellen,"
Zeitschrift fir Hochfrequenztechnik, 1927.
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The maximum intensity of reception was attained when an isolated
spot, situated at a high level, was selected as the location for the trans-
mitter. Similar results were also obtained when the transmitter was
placed at the seacoast, the receiver being located aboard a ship at sea.

After a number of improvements had been made to the above receiv-
er, an effort was then made during the rest of the year 1926 to adapt
the transmitter and the receiver for the purpose of telephony. After
many receiver design difficulties had been overcome, it became possible
to telephone a distance of 20 km. There still occurred, however, much
distortion which was not due to the transmitter (as was easily proved),
but to the nature of the reception. The basic cause was that (as already
mentioned above) the point where oscillations started could not be
regulated to a satisfactory degree, so that either a non -distorted, low

Fig. 2-Improved tube receiver for 3-m wavelength.

volume of tone, or else a much stronger tone more or less distorted was
obtained.

During the year 1927, the improvement of the receiving equipment
was continued, and after a large number of failures, success was finally
reached in getting satisfactory sensitivity and at the same time easy
adjustment of the receiver, first, by making the feedback coupling in
a different manner (inductive) and secondly, by introducing the prin-
ciple of super -regeneration (oscillating return coupling). These two
factors were responsible for the improvement of the receiver and to them
is due the elimination of all the difficulties which had been previously
encountered in receiving. (See Fig. 2).

During the second half of 1927, it was easily possible to bridge a
distance of 20 km and more by telephone, while the transmitter capac-
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ity required (which in the first experiments covering the same range
had amounted to more than 100 watts), could be reduced to below 1
watt, without the clarity of reception being impaired in the least.

The experiments on the maximum ranges were then taken up again,
and in the beginning of 1928 it was possible to hold a duplex telephone
conversation over a distance of 20 km with technical perfection, the
sender having a capacity of about 0.5 watt, and the difference in wave-
length being only 2 cm (active wave 3 m). Transmitter and receiver
were placed close together, in these experiments.

At the end of February, 1928, the same duplex conversation was
held over a distance of 85 km. In these experiments, the transmitter

Fig. 3 -200 -watt transmitter for 3-m wavelength.

was located on the Inselberg (Thuringer Wald, 916 m above sea level),
while the receiver was located on the "Fuchsturn" (an isolated moun-
tain in the vicinity of Jena). In this case, also, it was shown that the
tone volume at the receiving end was not influenced by the condition of
the atmosphere, and moreover, that atmospheric disturbances did not
occur, not even-as had already been found during the experiments
made in the spring- when lightning struck in the immediate vicinity of
the receiving station.

Together with these experiments, another was carried out for the
purpose of concentrating the transmitter energy in a single direction by
means of reflectors (see Fig. 3). Detailed reports on these experiments
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have been made by Gresky.2 The results of his investigations may be
summarized to the effect that by means of a parabolic reflector, con-
sisting of wires and adapted to the wavelength, a concentration of
energy of 1 to 12 may be attained. If the dimensions of the reflector
are correctly chosen, the radiation characteristic (that is, the sector in
which the radiation occurs) becomes very acute, while moreover the
back radiation (that is, the amount of energy penetrating backward
through the reflector) becomes very small. The opening of the reflec-
tor must be made practically about one and a half times the wavelength
and it appeared to be essential that the ratio between wavelength and
the distance of the sender from the mirror (vertex of the parabola)
should not equal 0.25, as was heretofore generally done, but to a some-
what higher value, in the present case 0.28. A further increase in the
opening of the reflector c.p. does not result in any appreciable increase
in concentration and acuteness of the radiation characteristic. If the
parabolic arrangement is replaced by a plane (all reflectors arranged
in a straight line), the results obtained are less favorable. The concen-
tration, as well as the directive action and the back radiation, is im-
paired, the former, for example, being reduced to half its original value.

The question of the transmitting antenna also influences the maxi-
mum range. For short ranges, the radiation from the closed oscillation
circuit between the anode and the grid is sufficient, and the addition of
a dipole coupled to this circuit causes no appreciable increase in volume
at the reception end. The influence of this antenna does make itself
felt at longer ranges, however, so that in order to cover longer ranges,
it is necessary to use dipole antennas, both at the transmitter and the
receiver end. It is immaterial in this case, whether the coupling with
the generator circuit is inductive or conductive or whether the dipole
is horizontal or vertical.

In the above experiments, obstructions between transmitter and
receiver that would affect the propagation of the waves had been
avoided as much as possible by suitable selection of the locations for
transmitter and receiver. There now followed a number of experiments
in which the transmitter could freely radiate into space at a high level
above the ground, while the receiver was moved around in an auto-
mobile in order to determine what influence would be exerted by
obstructions such as hills, houses, etc., located between transmitter and
receiver. It was found, contrary to expectation, that a screening
effect caused by groups of buildings and conductors could not be ob-
served, or only to a very slight degree. During a test ride, made first
through the streets of the city of Jena, and then through a valley to a

2 Gresky, Zeitschrift far Hochfrequenztechnik, 1927.
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point at a distance of about 20 km, there occurred a considerable de-
crease in intensity of reception in only two cases, while at all other points
the signals were received without difficulty.

In the meantime it had become possible to build transmitters with
capacities above 1 kw (see Fig. 4). Experiments were made with these
transmitters in July, 1928, in Upper Bavaria. The transmitter was
located on the Herzogstand, at a level of about 1700 m (between
Kochel and Walchensee), while the receiver could change its location
at will. It then appeared, among other things, that in one particular
case, signals in the loudspeaker were still extremely strong at a distance

Fig. 4-1.5 kw transmitter for 3-m wavelength.

of 180 km, while nothing could be heard even with considerable ampli-
fications, at a distance of about 50 km. The cause of this sudden drop
was assumed to lie in the fact that the optical range has a controlling
influence on the reception, as has also been shown by the experiments
to be described later on. At one of the nearer reception points, where
unexpectedly no reception was possible, it was found that there was a
mountain range between transmitter and receiver, which had screened
off the waves.

In cases where the receiver was located in one of the valleys ad-
joining the Herzogstand, reception was obtained, it is true, even when,
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strictly speaking, optical sight was not possible between transmitting
and reception points, but the signal intensity vanished in those cases
where high mountains were located between transmitter and receiver.

II. Continuation of the Range Experiments by the Firm C. Lorenz

As a continuation of the experiments described above, made by the
Jena Institute, the laboratory of the C. Lorenz Aktiengesellshaft,
Berlin-Tempelhof, carried out a number of tentative range experiments
early in 1928, using small portable apparatus for a wavelength of 3 m,
which experiments showed great irregularities in wave propagation.
Even for very short ranges of about 1 to 2 km, great differences in tone
volume were found, depending on whether the receiver was located close
to the ground, or at a certain level above the ground. For example,
within an experimental range of 2 km, no reception could be obtained,
if transmitter and receiver were both located close to the ground. If
the receiver was located, for example, at a height of about 10 to 15 m
above the ground, the transmitter could be heard with satisfactory
tone volume in every case. In. this case also, there was found to be
particularly great uniformity in the intensity of reception.

These results also pointed to the fact that a connection between
transmitter and receiver is always guaranteed, if direct sight exists
between the two. In order to obtain further confirmation of this as-
sumption, the practical importance of which will be emphasized at the
end of this paper, the series of experiments described in the following
pages were carried out in which the transmitter or receiver, or both,
were located in airplanes.

AIRPLANE EXPERIMENTS

In these experiments apparatus was used whereby the high -
frequency parts of sender and receiver were separated from other por-
tions of the apparatus. Both portions were connected with each other
by an armored cable.

Fig. 5 shows the experimental transmitter and receiver. The high -
frequency parts of each and the connecting cable leading to the rest of
the apparatus are distinctly visible. The transmitter (at left) was
adapted to telephony and audible telegraphy. The receiver was built
on the principle of super -regeneration.

Fig. 6 represents the high -frequency part of the transmitter, the
tubes with the oscillation circuit arranged between the anode and the
grid, consisting of a small rotary condenser and a self inductance bent
into the shape of a U. No antenna was used in addition to this small
transmitting frame, in these sets. The capacity of the transmitter
was about 1 to 2 watts.

frank
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The high -frequency part of the receiver is shown by Fig. 7 which
also shows the audion tube, the tuning and return coupling condenser,
and the self inductance made as a yoke bent into the shape of a U
which functioned at the same time as the loop antenna for reception.
The super -regeneration tube, and the two tubes of the low -frequency
stage, are shown in Fig. 5, in the right half of the picture.

The next series of experiments was carried out during the period
from September 3 to 22, 1928, with the assistance of a Junkers cabin
airplane, type F13, courteously put at the disposal of the experimenters
through the aid of Dr. Herath of the Federal Department of Transpor-
tation. The high -frequency part of the transmitter was placed under
the cabin 'outside the plane, by means of a spring suspension. The
receiver with its high -frequency part was inside the cabin, this part
being located close to a window, by means of a spring connection. In

Fig. 5-Transmitter and receiver by C. Lorenz, 3-m wavelength.

these experiments, no antenna was used either for receiving or sending.
The first experiment consisted in sending from the airplane and re-
ceiving on the ground. First, the maximum range was determined
while the airplane was flying at an altitude of 1000 m. The tone volume
was R 8 to 9 in this case up to a distance of about 30 km, and then
decreased gradually until at a distance of 50 km, reception ceased com-
pletely. For distances up to about 10 km, the intensity of the tone re-
ceived was uniform when the airplane was flying at an altitude of
from 100 to 1200 meters, but below an altitude of 100 m the volume
decreased, and at an altitude of 30 m reception failed completely at a
distance as short as about 5 km.

'As a result of the great uniformity of the tone volume in the recep-
tion observed for the ultra -short waves within the maximum ranges
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so far established as contrasted with the effect of regular short waves
the next obvious step was to try out another means of communication;
namely, the transmisson of pictures by telegraphy. For this purpose
a picture transmitting set functioning on the principle of the telauto-
graph was built into the airplane and connected to the 2 -watt short-
wave transmitter by the grid -control method. The ground station was

Fig. 6-High-frequency part of transmitter by C. Lorenz, 3 m, 1 to 2 watts.

provided with the receiver used in the experiment described above,
the picture receiver being connected through rectifiers and relays.
Transmission was carried out at an altitude of about 1000 m, the air-
plane being a few kilometers from the ground station. The experiment
showed that the low transmitter capacities used permit the transmission
of pictures from the airplane without any difficulty over the ranges
that could be reached.
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Fig. 8 shows a picture which was transmitted during these
experiments. The only telautographic apparatus available for this ex-
periment was a very primitive one and only very simple pictures could
be transmitted.

Subsequent to the transmitting experiments from the airplane to
the ground, reception of ground messages in the airplane was carried

Fig. 7-High-frequency part of receiver by C. Lorenz, 3 m.

out, this being a far more difficult problem since it was not possible to
place the receiver outside the airplane, as was done with the transmit-
ter since it was necessary to vary tuning and the return coupling. More-
over, the noise of the motor ignition was disturbing, this noise being a
rattling when the motor was getting up to speed, so that reception seemed
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to be entirely out of the question. At full speed of the motor, however,
there was a very considerable decrease in the disturbance caused by
the noise of the ignition, and the latter was no longer of importance.
At an altitude of 100 m, the first telegraphic signals were received with a
volume of about R 4 to 6. It could be heard up to a distance of about
10 km. This result also checks with the experiments in which the high -
frequency part of the transmitter was located inside the cabin. Recep-
tion often failed even within the ranges mentioned. Evidently, the
airplane in some position then screened the receiver against the sender.
When the airplane was landing, the signals could be heard until the
altitude was about 30 m, the volume decreasing gradually, beginning
at 100 m. In all of the experiments so far described, telegraphy and
telephony were received with equally good results within the maximum
ranges, the capacity of the sender in all cases being 1 to 2 watts.
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Fig. 8-Picture transmitted from airplane with wavelength of 3 m.

The maximum ranges found in the reception tests with the airplane
being relatively short, the transmitting power of the ground transmitter
was considerably increased, and the transmitter was arranged as high
above the ground as possible. Further test flights were then made
during which a 70 -watt transmitter acting on a tuned dipole was
located at a high point, namely on Fuchsturn near Jena. Reception
took place in the airplane during a ffight from Berlin to Nurnberg, and
in the opposite direction from Nurnberg to Berlin.

Fig. 9 shows all of the essential details of this experimental ffight.
On the outward ffight the sender was heard first at a distance of 44 km,
at an altitude of 600 m, with a tone volume of R 4 to 5, which soon in-
creased to R 9 to 10, the airplane rising in the meantime to an altitude
of about 1000 m. During the further part of the ffight, the signal inten-
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sity remained nearly constant for a distance of from 52 to 80 km; and
then decreased rapidly, until reception disappeared completely at a
distance of about 100 km. During the return flight, the transmitter was
heard first at a distance of 38 km, at an altitude of 500 m. In the
beginning, the volume increased strongly again, until after continued
flight reception became no longer possible at a distance of about 90 km.

MAXIMUM RANGE EXPERIMENTS
WITH 3 -METER EQUIPMENT ' '

JENA

110

956
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AIRPORT
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Fig. 9-Experiment with airplane between Berlin and Nurnberg, 3 m.

It is true that the altitude in this case was only WI to 350 m. This very
probably explains the decrease in maximum range during the return
flight. It should also be noted that the reception in the airplane never
started before the plane had reached a lateral position in relation to the
sending station, and became most favorable when the plane was flying
away from the latter. Probably this phenomenon is due to a screening
action exerted by the wings of the airplane which are located under-
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neath and in front of the cabin in which the receiver was placed, so
that the wings were located between the transmitting and the receiving
stations, when the plane was flying toward the transmitting station.

III. Theory of the Optical Range

The above experiments confirmed with relative certainty the as-
sumption that the transmission of waves with a length of about 3 m re-
quires direct sight. The experiments also showed that ground -wave
extension can hardly play a part here and there is no reflection by layers
in the higher portion of the atmosphere, and therefore no fading. We
have consequently to deal with a normal optical propagation of the
waves.

Fig. 10-Theory of maximum optical range.

On the basis of this assumption, which now had become very prob-
able, we find for the maximum range without flexion into the shadow
of the earth, the following:

If in Fig. 10, the circle represents the earth, supposed to be a sphere
with a radius r, and h be the height of the transmitter above the surface
of the earth, then the describing lines of the tangential cone of
the sphere which has P for its apex, forms the extreme limit of direct
radiation from the point P. The length of these tangents is x = V2rh
-1-h2, or, as h2 is negligible with regard to 2 rh, x= V2 rh. The maximum
range is therefore proportional to the square root of the height, and as
r -s-s 6.4 X 106 m, we find: x = 3550 m. -Vh,= 3.55 km xVh..

Fig. 11 shows the maximum ranges for direct radiation, as a func-
tion of the height of the transmitter above the surface of the earth. If
the receiver is also located at a high point (Fig. 12), and if the height
of the transmitter above the surface of the earth be ht and that of the
receiver h2, then we find as the longest range attainable with direct
radiation: x=Orx

(N/ h2) or: (1) x = 3.55 km x(Vhi, 4/h2,)
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The maximum range may therefore be read from Fig. 11, by adding
the maximum ranges for the two heights. Placing both the transmitter
and the receiver at a certain height above the ground, consequently
means a corresponding increase in maximum range. Within the range
of direct vision between transmitter and receiver, the radiating energy
decreases according to a quadratic law, that is, rather slowly. From the
limit of the maximum range attainable for direct sight, the reception
tone volume must decrease very rapidly, because there is flexion.
Furthermore, it must be assumed that the energy in the shade of an
obstruction located between transmitter and receiver, which has a
large size in relation to the wavelength, must amount to only a fraction
of the energy of the direct radiation, as it can get into this shadow by
flexion only.
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Fig. 11-Curve of maximum optical range.

If the results of the experiments described above, particularly also
those of the experiments with the airplane, are compared, it will be
found that in general they are in accordance with the theory. Its prob-
ability is based especially on the rapid decrease of the tone volume from
a minimum altitude of the airplane, toward the earth. However, the
variations in screening effect caused by the different positions of the
transmitter or the receiver with regard to the airplane, could not be
explained in a satisfactory manner by the above theory of the maximum
ranges to be expected, so that further experiments had still to be
undertaken.
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In the meantime, H. Fassbender and G. Kurlbaums published ex-
periments made from an airplane with a wavelength of about 3 m,
which also confirm the above theory.

IV. The Experiments on the Brocken

In October, 1928, experiments were carried out jointly by the
laboratory of the C. Lorenz Aktiengesellschaft, Berlin-Tempelhof, and
the Technical Institute, Jena, from the Brocken (highest peak of the
Harz mountains, 1142 m above sea level)' by means of which the above
theory was to be checked; for this purpose, the transmitting equipment
was located partly on the top of the Brocken, and partly half way up
the mountain. The receiving set was in an automobile, in order to deter-
mine easily the maximum range in different directions from the foot of
the Brocken. For the reception, the field of the northeast of the
Brocken (about 150 m above sea level) was chosen as it is rather flat

Fig. 12-Theory of maximum optical range.

and permits direct sight to the Brocken. In addition to placing the
transmission set at different heights, the energy radiated was also
varied in order to find the law of the wave propagation which would
predict, for direct optical sight, the independence of the reception from
the transmission energy, up to a certain minimum limit.

The transmitter, reproduced in Fig. 13, was provided with a Tele-
funken tube, type R S 229 g, operated by a 500 -cycle anode volt-
age of about 2000 volts. The capacity of the transmitter was
about 200 watts and the wavelength of the transmitter was adjusted to
3.2 m. The transmitter acted through a tuned vertical dipole with a
length of 1.6 m. The receiving set was the same as that used in the air-
plane experiments. See Fig. 5. Reception took place either without an

3 H. Fassbender and G. Kurlbaum, Zeitschrift fur Hochfrequenztechnik'
33, 52; 1929.

4 F. Gerth and W. Scheppmann, Zeitschrift far Hochfrequenztechnik, 33,
23; 1929.
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antenna, or with horizontal antenna with a length of about 2.5 m, or
again with a vertical antenna with a length of about 8 m. The trans-
mitter was first placed on the top of the Brocken, quite close to the
ground. It was then found that the maximum range in the different
directions varied between 75 and 100 km. In all experiments, the tone
volume at the reception end varied but little, up to a certain range,
while beyond this range it decreased rapidly to zero. The width of this
zone of rapid decrease of the tone volume varied between 5 and 15 km.
Within this zone, the effect was therefore due exclusively to the de-
flected radiation and no longer to the direct radiation. The cause of the
variation of the maximum ranges in the different directions may lie in
the different elevation of the receiving stations, and in the wavy char-
acter of the terrain between transmitter and receiver. In order to make

Fig. 13-Transmitter used in Brocken experiments, wavelength 3.2 m,
200 watts.

a further check on the theory, -the capacity of the transmitter was
varied in steps, in one experiment, in the ratio 80:1. It was found that
up to the limit of 80 km, each transmitter power gave successful recep-
tion, although with different tone volume. For ranges longer than 80
km, the tone volume decreased rapidly, and at a distance of 85 km
reception was possible with full capacity of the transmitter only. This
extremely instructive experiment, in which the attainable range of the
transmitter varies but very little, in spite of a change in power of 1:80,
shows very distinctly that the maximum range is mainly dependent
on the range of direct sight, while the differences in attainable ranges
caused by variations in transmitter capacity, are simply due to the
fact that in the zone of deflected radiation, a lower capacity becomes
insufficient, with increasing range, because of the limit of sensitivity of
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the receiver, at a somewhat shorter distance than the higher capacity.
The next experiments were made by placing the transmitter on the
panorama tower with a height of 20 m, on top of the Brocken (conse-
quently about 1160 m above sea level). The maximum range was in-
creased, in a direction where it was 95 km during the previous experi-
ments, by about 20 km, to 115 km: if receiving antennas were used,
no difference in tone volume of any importance could be observed, in
the zone of direct radiation, as compared with reception without an
antenna. In the zone of flexion, however, the maximum range could be
increased by a number of kilometers by the use of a receiving antenna;
thus, for example, the limit of the direct radiation zone in the experi-
ments mentioned last was about 107 km. The limit of reception was in
the zone of the flexion 115 km, without an antenna; and 120 km, with a
vertical antenna of 8 m. If the results thus found are compared with the
above theory, complete agreement will be found. From Fig. 11 it
follows, that for the relative height of the Brocken above the surround-
ing country of about 1000 m, the limit of the zone of direct radiation is
x=110 km. It will therefore be seen that the maximum ranges for
direct radiation, found through the experiments mentioned last in
which the transmitter is located at a height of several wavelengths
above the immediate surroundings, thus evidently radiating freely into
space, are in relatively good agreement with the theory. When the
transmitter was located close to the ground, the maximum range was
shorter than might be expected on the basis of the theory. This dif-
ference may perhaps be explained by the assumption that, as a conse-
quence of the large mass of ground in close proximity, an influence is
exerted on the radiation which has the same effect as if the radiating
point were shifted a certain distance downward.

In order further to check the theory, a second series of experiments
were carried out in which the transmitter was placed at about half the
height of the Brocken, that is, about 500 m above sea level, and there-
fore about 350 m above the surroundings. The transmitter was ar-
ranged on a tower with a height of 16 m in order to avoid in advance
any disturbing influence exerted by the ground. The reception tests
were carried out in a direction from the Brocken in which there was
direct sight, from the location of the transmitter, for all of the ranges
under consideration. Up to the range of 66 km, no essential decrease
in tone volume could be observed. From there on, the tone volume
dropped off rapidly, until reception ceased entirely at 'a distance of
about 77 km. The reception with and without receiving antenna was
practically the same; whereas for a distance as great as 76 km, a tone
volume of R= 1 could be still heard when the transmitter antenna was
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omitted and with reduced capacity; the transmitter could no longer be
heard at a distance of 77 km, even when the transmitter antenna was
used and with the maximum transmitter capacity. If the maximum
range, as found, is compared with maximum range which should result
from theory, we find, for an average height of the transmitter 350 m
above the experimental grounds, an attainable range of 67 km, read off
in Fig. 11. According to the measurements, the zone of direct radiation
is 66 km wide, and the zone of deflected radiation 11 km.

The agreement with theory therefore appeared to be very good even
for these experiments carried out at half the height of the mountain,
and the theory is consequently further confirmed by the latter.

V. The Possibility of Applying the 3 -Meter Waves
In Fig. 11 the values resulting from the experiments on the Brocken

have been plotted as small circles and dots; the values of the distances
(small circles) for which the reception showed a sudden drop (limit of
sight) agree very well with the theoretical curve. The surplus in at-
tainable range above the limit of sight, resulting from flexion, is about
the same in both cases (small dots). Therefore experimental data ob-
tained confirm the law established above.

The following characteristics of the maximum ranges for ultra -
short waves (3 m) may be considered as having been confirmed by
experiment :

The maximum range of these waves depends on the height of the
transmitter and the receiver above the surroundings, as expressed by
equation (1) established above. The effect of the energy of the trans-
mitter and the sensitivity of the receiver on the maximum range is,
above the certain limit, of no importance as compared with the influence
of the height of the transmitter and the receiver. The increase in
attainable range caused by flexion of the waves over the distance of
direct sight as determined by the height referred to above cannot
exceed a definite, relatively small amount (5 to 20 km). Inside this
maximum range the reception is satisfactory and uniform, without
fading or atmospheric disturbances.

As these waves also make it possible to use reflectors of not too large
a size which may be mounted rigidly or pivotably, the several points of
view relating to the application of these waves are as follows:

The ultra -short waves (3 m) are the most appropriate signaling
means for short -distance communication. As far as can be seen at
present, they do not have undesirable ranges; within the attainable
short ranges, they guarantee good reception, without the possibility of
disturbances inherent to the long and short waves used up to now.
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Their transmitters and receivers may be provided with reflectors in
order to function as directed sets, the dimensions of which are small
enough for practical use. Their characteristics therefore indicate at
once that it will be useful to add them, as fog signaling installations, to
the optical and acoustic signaling means for surface and aerial naviga-
tion. In addition to these applications, !they may be used advanta-
geously in all cases where electric waves must be transmitted over a
definite range or within a definite space, and where it is possible to
place transmitter and receiver at the height above the surroundings
necessitated by these waves.

As the ultra -short waves may readily be modulated with a very
large width of television transmission, they may perhaps some day
lead to the practical solution of television transmission.

If it becomes possible to reduce the wavelength somewhat more
(down to about 0.5 m), while maintaining as much as possible the
transmission energy and the sensitivity of reception obtained for the
3-m wavelength, then still more new applications of the ultra -short
waves will become possible by the fact that for these short wavelengths,
reflectors may be used whose dimensions are large as compared with the
wavelength. In such cases, however, it will be possible to obtain beams
of waves with a directive sharpness similar to that of a beam of rays
emitted by A. searchlight. The consequences of a development of this
kind cannot be foreseen at present.

There have also been found possibilities of applying the ultra -short
waves other than those concerning the technique of communications,
for example, applications for medical purposes. Experiments in this
field were started in the beginning of 1927. A separate report will deal
with this subject.
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